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ABSTRACT

Contact is an essential aspect of fluid-structure interaction problems, in particular, when we con-
sider as target application heart valves hemodynamics. Building a fluid-structure-contact inter-
action model, which is, simultaneously, mechanically consistent and able to avoid penetration
(between the contacting bodies), is a highly complicate and challenging problem.

It has recently been observed (see [1, 2]) that the consistent modelling of fluid-structure interaction
with contact requires a fluid model, in particular a pressure, also in the contact zone. Indeed, some
seepage is expected to occur due to permeability of the contacting bodies or their surface roughness.
We introduce a mixed dimensional fluid-structure-contact coupling model, in which we include a
thin-walled porous layer, in order to model surface asperities, inspired by [3]. The thin-walled
porous layer introduces tangential creeping flow along the boundary and allows for the modelling
of boundary flow due to surface roughness, giving physical sense to the fluid stresses at contact
and bringing mechanical consistency at contact and release. Numerical results in 2D, both on the
Stokes-Darcy coupling alone and on the fluid-structure-porous interaction Nitsche based unfitted
mesh approximations with contact, illustrate the capabilities of the proposed approach.
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